Career Opening at Kepco, Inc. (power supply manufacturer)

Kepco, Inc., located in Flushing, providing power system solutions to the world for over 65 years, currently seeks a talented and creative Engineer for our Transformer Manufacturing Department. Since Stony Brook has a Masters in Electrical Engineering, perhaps an alum or graduating student would have an interest in this career opportunity.

The responsibilities include but are not limited to: the generation/maintenance of production drawings and processes and direct support of in-house fabrication shop; troubleshooting defective product to determine core issue and determine corrective action; work with suppliers, engineers and production personnel to continuously improve upon our transformer component including recommending and designing tools and fixtures to ease manufacturing processes.

The position requires a Master's Degree in Electrical/Electronics Engineering (with coursework or experience in Manufacturing) or a BS or equivalent in electronics with hands-on Manufacturing experience of electronic components. Knowledge of magnetics/transformers would be a plus. AutoCad or similar is required.

Our Company offers excellent benefits (FSA, 401k, vacation, personal time, paid holidays, etc...) and a great location - close to Broadway shows, professional baseball, art museums, ice skating and great food!

Please have candidates visit our extensive website at www.kepcopower.com. Candidates may send resumes to: hrdept@kepcopower.com.

We look forward to meeting with Stony Brook graduates and thank you for sharing this information with your faculty, staff and students.

Very truly yours,

Susan B. Lipsky, Esq.
Director - Human Resources
Kepco, Inc.
V: 718-461-7006 Ext. 5505
E: hrdept@kepcopower.com / lipsky@kepcopower.com /www.kepcopower.com

Follow @Kepco_Careers/ Kepco Products http://www.kepcopower.com/1461974.pdf